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About This Game

The background of the game is in a town with 2,000 inhabitants

Content of the game is to run a sex toys shop,

[Store layout, hiring staff, developing a variety of fun merchandise to meet the needs of customers]

(But in fact this is not the focus of the game ...)

------------------------------------------------------------
you must:

1) Use all means to "satisfy" every customer!

2) "Educate" every clerk!

3) Beat your competitors! Before he defeats you...

(Every inhabitant of the city has a different personality, occupation and hobbies)

------------------------------------------------------------
Finally, remember three things:
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1) In addition to sex, keep the physical power to take care of the store

2) always carry self-defense weapons

3) Always use the fastest speed to drive away the underage customers!

[thank you for playing my game]
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English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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This Game is a mixture between Dungeon Master & Heroes of Might & Magic with 8bit Retro Graphics.
Everytime you start a new Game the Map will be a new generated one.
After One Hour of Play i find the Game not to my Taste because it's boring, the Tutorial is a Joke, the UI is non-intuitive, and i
wasn't able to find any fun in it. Great Concept, but only on Paper. Shame :-(. tanks... everywhere.... This game is so much fun,
if you have small kids that is ofcourse. it is a really childish game but with some grown up elements, i would recommend this
game for everyone but gets to childish for some people. i personally loved it but grew tired of it just because of the childish
gameplay. Score: 4\/10
Length:

1 hour campaign

2 hour campaign + additional

7-10 hour completionist (based around 5 star system)

Multiplayer: Leaderboards onlyGameplay: Let down by sluggish controls
Story: Minimal to the point of "next to none"
Graphics: Competent and cohesive. Some camera issues for me by not fixing view on character.
Playability: Some minor bugs, nothing game breaking.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/nEhoiKW8k1c. It's a good game, I'm loving it.
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This is a great DLC, looks dope.

I will do some pros and cons for the DLC

PROS
-Decent modelling
-Unique ornaments on the armor such as the blisters on it and the horns on the pauldron and helmet, the design of helmet is also
unique
-You can become one of Mortarion's sons, which excel in chemical and biological warfare and have a high endurance, you love
to spread diseases throughout the battlefield to give your enemies the gifts of Nurgle

CONS
-No cons

I recommend it. 10\/10 would praise Nurgle again!. This game is harder than a BBC in a porno... Couldnt even beat level 1..
Tested around 10 minutes.
First feeling : nice graphics. Really love crash animations like IRL.

Setup can't be easier with Taranis, tuning is limited but don't like to bother on this usually so it's pretty ok for me.

Physics is convicing but still need to be improved. Throttle isn't powerful enough (likely 3S or less).
Most of my crashes come from that point.

One map only, fun to play with but a bit small, you get LOS quite quickly.

Respawn function works great, You restart instantly. No god mode but very friendly at low speed.

Would love for next update :
- one or two more maps
- 4S Lipo flystyle
- Recording function (and share a flight on FB for instance)
- several frames and spare parts

Well done on this one !
Time to go back in the game and cut some trees ;). Here we have a real gem of a game that you probably never heard of

Wild Guns Reloaded is a remastered version of an SNES game that not many people knew of, which is a shame because what
we have here is a really fun rail shooter.

If you like shooting cowboys, robots and giant bosses, then this is the game for you.. Be warned this game is not for everybody,
you can't move the players yourself, it seems you can choose the positionning but i didn't see much the logic behind it as there's
no tutorial.. This is my favorite Steam Games. It's simple and addictive. Much better than the sequel. All WWII Pacific Theater
buffs will love this. It was unavailable for purchase for a while there, but it is back, hopfuly to stay!. Wacky, hilarious,
unfiltered fun. If you're looking for laughs then this game has it and it has a whole lot of it. I'm still in stitches while writing
this. Defiitely getting my nomination for top comedy gaming experience of 2016.

Now, some negative nancies may say that "oh, your game should be longer than your credits" and "hey, ♥♥♥♥sticks, how
about using an engine built in this decade or" or even "You fail at optimizing video games like syrian children fail at swimming
the mediterranean" but once you get into the action and fully immerse yourself in the gameplay you almost feel like you're
actually in the Tron universe.

I give it 2 George Bushes and a Jeb /5

Where was Obama?. Reasonably good HO game. Creative creatures and some good puzzles. The lack of a progress indicator for
the "bookworm" achievement was a bit annoying, but other than that, no real complaints.. Let's cut to the chase. First, the pros
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& cons...

PROS
Immersion - The Napoleonic battlefield is arguably one of the hardest to model in computer games. To my knowledge this is
the ONLY computer wargame in recent memory that makes a reasonable attempt at doing so. It may look antiquated & crude
but it FEELS right.

Realtime combat - Bye-bye turned based gameplay and sayonara to squares & hexes!

Delayed orders - This is how war was waged in the early gunpowder era, with couriers crossing the battlefield on horse to
deliver orders to subordinates who may or may not fulfill them to the general's desire! Yes, you can turn this off for instant
gratification or if your AI subordinate pulls a bonehead move.

AI - The AI can put up a surprisingly good fight provided it doesn't have too much to worry about. Smaller battles between
evenly matched forces are more challenging, larger battles only when your force is deliberately understrengthed or handicapped
compared to the AI's.

Multiplayer - I've not tried it but apparently this game shines in multiplayer. Teams can assign players to control individual
Corps or Divisions, simulating an actual chain of command!

CONS
Graphics - Mediocre but serviceable. Despite the simplistic graphics the shortcomings of the game engine will challenge high-
end machines for the larger battles.

Interface - Clunky and awkward.

AI - As good as the AI can be it can also be incredibly bone headed and inconsistent. The more complex or larger the scenario,
the worse it performs.

Campaign - There is a strategic campaign! Sadly, it desperately needs updating and polish.

Mod recommended - This game should be played with graphic and/or gameplay mods to maximize enjoyment and minimize
the headaches. I strongly recommend you check out Kriegsspiel's 'KS Napoleon Mod II' mod.

Scourge of War Waterloo is NOT a title for the novice and/or impatient gamer, let alone those who are unwilling to deal with an
awkward, poorly designed UI and the confusing dynamic of Napoleonic warfare. However one must keep in mind this is an
indie title produced by a small, two man team (with assistance?) on a shoestring budget... and for better or worse, it shows. It
feels like an incomplete game, as if the developers simply didn't have the ability (lack of free time?) or inclination to address its
shortcomings and upgrade and patch it to the satisfaction of the community. It feels like a passion project undertaken by people
with full-time jobs & families who were only able to work on it in their spare time and unable to give it the full attention it
deserved. Lackluster sales may have exacerbated the problem, discouraging further development on this title beyond the last
campaign DLC.

However, if you are tired of turn based, hex based tactical wargames and are curious and/or desperate to play a game that makes
an attempt to simulate the reality of a Napoleonic battlefield AND possess the patience required to deal with the rough edges of
an indie title then I strongly recommend you check this game out.

I have mixed feelings about Scourge of War Waterloo. I love what it does well but find its shortcomings both annoying and
frustrating. The brutal truth... Scourge of War Waterloo will delight as much as it disappoints. You have been warned!

Snares of Ruin Dis Pontibus Released!:
Dis Pontibus is released at last! Enjoy!
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